




> UL POWER IN TWISTER 

NEW BUILD 
I went ahead and bu il t a second Twister, 
modifying it to take the slightly heavier engine 
and moving the battery aft to keep the C of G 
in roughly the same place as the original. 
l carried out load tests on the mount and fi lled 
in lots of paperwork. 

Rumours of the UL engine being no better 
than the Jabiru 2200 proved unfounded when 
we finally flew one against the other. Once 
early teething problems had been solved, my 
plan to use the Jabiru-powered aeroplane for 
airshows and the new one for testing for at 
least a year was abandoned after six months 
as it became obvious that the UL26oi was 
vastly superior to and more reliable than the 
Jab 2200. l even used the UL-powered plane 
for airshows in Scandinavia, which entailed a 
lot of overwater flying. 

The ECU has so far never given any problems. 
I have a spare but have never used it and the 
single power supply and electronic ignitions 
have worked faultlessly, even when very wet! 

UL Power has also been as good as its word 
and supplied me with its first ever aerobatic 

"' The installation of the aerobatic UL260 ISA 
is extremely neat and tidy 

engine, the UL260 ISA, which we were 
immediately impressed with . A very telling 
fact was that when we started practising 
for the Twister Duo late in 2009, no one 
wanted to fly the Jabiru-engined aeroplane 
once they had flown both. As formation leader 
I ended up flying itas it gave the Number 
Two the extra power to formate on me, but it 
grated that the other guys were in the better 
aeroplane. I could not wait to get two 
UL-engined aeroplanes. 

This was achieved by mid March 2010 and 
almost instantly we were approached by a 
Turkish event organiser who wanted an air 
display act in Turkmenistan !which borders 
Afghanistan) . We had about one month to 
test the second aeroplane and get the 
clearances but it would be one hell of a first 
show for the new team, so Guy and I shared 
the mountain of preparation and decided to 
take the booking. 

I think that trip was the ultimate test of this 
engine, involving about 70 hours of flying over 
some of the most inhospitable terrain on the 
planet Due to the fact we were doing 400-mile 
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legs with nowhere to land in-between, we 
knew we would probably encounter some 
bad weather. We were not disappointed; we 
flew for hours in driving rain at or below 600ft 
over the sea, and at other times climbed to 
over 15,000ft to clear terrain. We did legs in 
formation in terrib le visibility to stay together 
and Guy and I came away from the trip with 
great admiration for this amazing little engine. 
It never missed a beat 

Pilots are always complaining that the 
technology we use is archaic and yet they are 
very reluctant to try anything new. The result 
is that new technology like the UL 260 ISA will 
always elude them - unless someone else 
takes the bull by the horns and shows them 
what they are missing. 

UL Power has provided light aviation 
with one of the best new powerplants for 
decades, and it also supports its products 
and customers. 

I now consider its engine to be as close to a 
baby Lycoming as it is possible to get and am 
very grateful to UL Power for keeping its word 
and developing this great little engine. 


